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Boat Wash Pro is a PH Neutral all-over foaming cleaner for boats. Capable of removing dirt and
grime from most substrates Boat Wash Pro incorporates anti smear technology to ensure the best
possible finish for your boat. We recommend using Smooth Opacity polish after cleaning with Boat
Wash Pro to protect and maintain your boats appearance.

Bright Coat is a high strength fast acting de-stainer for gel coats. Capable of removing most rust,
water marks and mud-staining. Due to its high strength you will need to re-polish following
treatment using August Race Smooth Opacity Polish.

Liquid Rib is capable of cleaning Hypalon, PVC and fabric impression tubes to an unparalleled
standard, often giving an "As New" result. Reviewed by Practical Boat Owner as being the best on
the market. We recommend using August Race Liquid Rib UV to protect your Rib tuubes after
cleaning with Liquid Rib.

Liquid Rib UV is a specially designed spray applied sheen wax with a UV additive for protection of
inflatable tubes from UV damage.
Vinyl Bright Revival Kit gives an unrivalled deep restorative treatment dramatically improving the
appearance of even old dull vinyl upholstery. Vinyl Bright is applied using the deep-care sponge
provided and then the surface should be thoroughly rinsed using clean water. Once dry apply AR
Super Quick Shine using a soft cloth and buff to a sheen finish.
Super Quick Shine spray wax is an amazingly quick detailing system giving a superb shine in
seconds. Simply spray on and buff off with a soft cloth to leave a streak-free finish. Great for use
after taking the boat out as a quick solution to protect and shine, also perfect for use in boat
showrooms.
Smooth Opacity UV is deep-treating cream applied wax polish with a UV additive giving unrivalled
long lasting protection and ease of use. Protective qualities as well as a remarkable shine

